We consider the problem of scheduling an application composed of independent tasks on a fully heterogeneous master-worker platform with communication costs. We introduce a bi-criteria approach aiming at maximizing the throughput of the application while minimizing the energy consumed by participating resources. Assuming arbitrary superlinear power consumption laws, we investigate different models, with energy overheads and memory constraints. Building upon closed-form expressions for the uni-processor case, we derive asymptotically optimal solutions for all models.
Introduction
The Earth Simulator requires about 12 megawatts of peak power, and Petaflop systems may require 100 MW of power, nearly the output of a small power plant (300 MW). At $100 per Megawatt.Hour, peak operation of a Petaflop machine may thus cost $10,000 per hour [1] . And these figures ignore the additional cost of dedicated cooling. Current estimates state that cooling costs $1 to $3 per watt of heat dissipated [2] . This is just one of the many economical reasons why energy-aware scheduling is an important issue, even without considering batterypowered systems such as laptop and embedded systems.
Many important scheduling problems involve large collections of identical tasks [3, 4] . In this paper, we consider a single bag-of-tasks application which is launched on a heterogeneous platform. We suppose that all processors have a discrete number of speeds (or modes) of
• Adding memory constraints to overheads, we consider a model where processor memory is limited. Thus, if the worker runs slower than the desired throughput, it will be forced to switch to a faster mode when the memory will be full. In this context, we determined the best way to minimize the energy consumption while achieving a given throughput on one processor. This represents the first step to adapt our algorithm to this model. This paper is organized as follows. We first present the framework and different energy consumption models in Section 2. We study the bi-criteria scheduling problem under the model with overheads in Section 3 , and under the more realistic (albeit more difficult) model with memory constraints in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to an overview of related work. Finally, we state some concluding remarks in Section 6.
Framework
We outline the model for the target applications and platforms, as well as the characteristics of the consumption model. Next we formally state the bi-criteria optimization problem.
Application and platform model
We consider a bag-of-tasks application A, composed of a large number of independent, samesize tasks, to be deployed on a heterogeneous master-worker platform. We let ω be the amount of computation (expressed in flops) required to process a task, and δ be the volume of data (expressed in bytes) to be communicated for each task. We do not consider return messages.
Energy model
Among the main system-level energy-saving techniques, Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) works on a very simple principle: decrease the supply voltage (and hence the clock frequency) to the CPU so as to consume less power. For this reason, DVS is also called frequency-scaling or speed scaling [9] . We assume a discrete voltage-scaling model. The computational speed of worker P u has to be picked among a limited number of m u modes. Computational speeds are denoted as s u,i , meaning that processor P u running in the ith mode (denoted by P u,i ) needs ω/s u,i time units to execute one task of A. We suppose that processing speeds are listed in increasing order (s u,1 ≤ s u,2 ≤ · · · ≤ s u,mu ), and that modes are exclusive: one processor can only run in a single mode at any given time.
Rather than assuming a relation of the form P d = s α where P d is the power dissipation, s the processor speed, and α some constant greater than 1, we adopt a more general approach, as we only assume that power consumption is a super-linear function (i.e., above the linear function f (x) = x and convex) of the processor speed. We denote by P [1] u,i the instantaneous power consumption (per time unit) of processor P u,i .
We focus on the following three energy consumption models. Under the ideal model, switching among the modes does not cost any penalty, and an idle processor does not consume any power. Consequently, for each processor P u , the energy consumption is super-linear from 0 to the power consumption at frequency s u,1 . In this model, the energy consumption is a linear 4 J.F. PINEAU, Y. ROBERT, F. VIVIEN function of the power consumption (P u,i (t) = P [1] u,i · t). This simpler model will be used in the proofs to get lower bounds on energy consumption.
Under the model with switching overheads, the processor pays a consumption penalty at each transition between two modes, this energy overhead depending on the modes; we denote by P (i → j) u the energy overhead to switch processor P u from mode i to mode j. In the literature [10, 11] , authors often state that overheads are proportional to the square of the voltage difference between both modes, and they use such a relationship. Instead, in this work we aim at keeping more general assumptions, as long as they are consistent with the superlinearity of power consumption functions. Therefore we assume that overheads are super-linear functions of the difference in power consumption between both modes:
(with β u a super-linear function depending on the processor). Furthermore, as P [1] u is superlinear, we know that the following properties hold (0
non-decreasing behavior:
, and P
Under this more realistic model, energy consumption now depends upon the duration of the interval during which the processor is operating at a given mode, and on the processor's previous mode (the overhead is only paid once during this interval). Under this model, the energy consumption is an affine function of the power consumption:
We also suppose in this model that there are no memory constraints, and that a processor can receive data while turned off. To understand the last point, one can consider multi-core processors. If at least one core is turned on, then other cores can be turned off and still have some data sent to their memory. This way, cores will have data to process as soon as they are turned on.
Under the last model with memory constraints, we suppose that all processors have limited memory, and that they must be turned on to receive any data. This is the most complicated model, but also the most realistic.
Objective function
Our goal is bi-criteria scheduling: the first objective is to minimize the energy consumption, and the second to maximize the throughput. We decided to solve this bi-criteria problem by bounding one parameter: the throughput. We denote by ρ u,i the throughput of worker P u,i for application A under a specific schedule, i.e., the average number of tasks the schedule wants P u to execute using mode i per time-unit. There is a limit to the number of tasks that each processor mode can perform per time-unit. First of all, because P u,i runs at speed s u,i , it cannot execute more than s u,i /ω tasks per time-unit. Second, since P u can only be at one 5 mode at a time, and given that ρu,i ω su,i represents the fraction of time spent under mode m u,i per time-unit, this constraint can be expressed by:
We add an additional idle mode P u,0 , whose speed is s u,0 = 0. As the power consumption per time-unit of P u,i , when fully used, is P [1] u,i (P [1] u,0 = 0), its power consumption per time-unit with a throughput of ρ u,i is then
u,i (note that we do not take into account the energy overhead needed to get P u to mode i). We denote by ρ u the throughput of worker P u , i.e., the sum of the throughput of each mode of P u (except the throughput of the idle mode). The total throughput of the platform is denoted by:
We define problem MinPower(ρ) as the problem of minimizing the energy consumption while achieving a throughput ρ. In Section 2.4 we summarize previous results under the ideal model. We extend them to more realistic models in Sections 3 and 4.
Ideal model
Both bi-criteria problems (maximizing the throughput given an upper bound on energy consumption, and minimizing the energy consumption given a lower bound on throughput) have been studied at the processor level, using particular power consumption laws such as P d = s α [12, 13, 14] . We provided an optimal solution to these problems in [15, 5] , using the sole assumption that the power consumption is super-linear. A key step is to establish closed-form formulas linking power consumption and throughput on a single processor: Proposition 1. Under the ideal energy consumption model, for any processor P u , the optimal power consumption to achieve a throughput of
and it is obtained using two consecutive modes, P u,i0 and P u,i0+1 , such that
Note that a similar result is given in [15, 5] for the converse problem, namely maximizing the throughout subject to a prescribed bound on power consumption. Thanks to Proposition 1, there is no need to specify the throughput for each frequency on any given processor. One only has to fix a throughput for each processor to know how to achieve the minimum power consumption on that processor. Informally, the power minimization algorithm in [15, 5] sorts processors in non-decreasing order according to their power consumption ratio. This power consumption ratio depends on the different processor modes, and the same processor appears 6 J.F. PINEAU, Y. ROBERT, F. VIVIEN a number of times equal to its number of modes. Formally, the quantities P
s u,i+1 − s u,i are sorted in non-decreasing order, and the cheapest modes of the processors are selected so that the system can achieve the required throughput. The constraints are that each processor throughput is limited by its maximal frequency, and by the bandwidth of the link between itself and the master. Altogether, this leads to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm minimizing power consumption under a given throughput Input: throughput ρ that has to be achieved
Suppose that the last selected mode in Algorithm 1 is P u k 0 ,i k 0 . Then:
1. each processor having at least one mode consuming strictly less than P u k 0 ,i k 0 is fully used, either at the throughput of the bandwidth if reached (this throughput is achieved according to Proposition 1), or at the largest single fastest mode that consumes strictly less than P u k 0 ,i k 0 , or at the same mode than P u k 0 ,i k 0 ; 7
Model with switching overheads
When we move to more realistic models, the problem gets much more complicated. In this section, we still look at the problem of minimizing the energy consumption of the system with a throughput bound, but now we suppose that there is an energy consumption overhead when switching the mode of a processor. We denote this problem as MinPowerOverhead(ρ).
Recall that we do not suppose any memory constraint in this section: the memory of each processor is supposed to be infinite. To take the switching overhead into account, we suppose that at time 0, P u is in mode 0, and it must be in mode 0 again at time t. We then define the following behavior on every processor P u in order to achieve a throughput of ρ u during t time units; if the throughput is feasible, we know that ρ u ≤ min s u,mu ω ; b u δ , so ωρ u is between two consecutive modes:
. We would like to use both modes, according to the results of [15, 5] for the ideal energy consumption model: running mode P u,i0 during
time units, and mode
time units. But the presence of an overhead when switching from P u,i0 to P u,i0+1 may cost more energy than staying at mode P u,i0+1 : this may happen if ωρ u is very close to s u,i0+1 , or if t is small. Then the best solution may be to use processor P u in mode i 0 + 1 during the last t = t ρ u ω s u,i0+1
time units, after staying at mode 0 (it can still receive data while turned off) during the first (t − t ) time unit. Overall, the energy consumption of P u during t time units is:
Thanks to the properties of overheads (see Section 2.2), we can prove the following result:
Proposition 2. For any processor P u , the optimal energy consumption to achieve a throughput of ρ (0 < ρ ≤ su,m u ω ) during t time units, is obtained either by using the two consecutive modes that surround ωρ, or by using only the first mode not smaller than ωρ.
Proof Let S be an optimal solution to achieve a throughput of ρ during t time units, and let i 0 and i 0 + 1 be the two consecutive modes that surround ωρ (s u,i0 ≤ ωρ ≤ s u,i0+1 ). Then, we have two cases: S uses only one mode: this mode is greater than (or equal to) i 0 + 1, otherwise ρ cannot be achieved. Among all possible modes, the overhead to switch P u from mode 0 to i 0 + 1 is the smallest (overheads are increasing), and the power consumption at this mode is also the smallest (as P [1] u is super-linear, t P
S uses more than one mode: one of these modes i max has to be greater than (or equal to) i 0 + 1 (as S is feasible), another (i min ) has to be lower or equal to i 0 (otherwise our solution does not consume more energy). Thanks to overhead properties, we know that the total cost of overheads in S, denoted as P overhead u
, is:
(even if S uses more than two modes, due to the triangular inequality)
(due to the super-linearity)
Moreover, as P [1] is super-linear, we know that the power consumption is smaller when using only modes i 0 and i 0 + 1 rather than any other (see the proof of Proposition 1 in [15] for details). Overall, our solution does not consume more energy than S, which concludes the proof.
If we rewrite Equation (2) by replacing t 1 , t 2 , and t by their values, we can express the energy consumption as a function of the throughput:
As we are using the same two modes for the same duration as under the ideal model, we see that Equation (3) is very close to the formula described in Proposition 1. We simply add the energy overhead if using these two modes, and we compare it to the energy consumption of the faster mode. Using these new results, we can modify Algorithm 1. The general principle of the approach is as follows: instead of looking at the power consumption per time-unit, we look at the energy consumed during d time units, where d will be defined later. We still take into account the possibility that the worker is bandwidth limited in a separated step.
Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm minimizing energy consumption under overheads Data: throughput ρ that has to be achieved Sort in non-decreasing order all the modes of the system P u k ,i k , except those greater than bu k δ , according to the values P 
Proof If the application A is composed of N tasks, the optimal scheduling time will be T = N ρ , where ρ is the throughput bound. We denote by P opt the optimal energy consumption that would be obtained under the ideal model, P * the optimal energy consumption that can be achieved under the model with switching overheads, and P the energy consumption given by Algorithm 2.
As the model with overheads is more constrained than the ideal model, the minimum energy consumption under this model is greater than under the ideal model, so we have P opt ≤ P * ≤ P. Also, one can remark that, during d time units, the solution given by Algorithm 2 does not consume more energy than the solution given by Algorithm 1 where overhead costs are added.
To prove this last claim, let S be the solution given by Algorithm 2, and S be the solution given by Algorithm 1. If both algorithms do not select the same modes, because they achieve the exact same throughput, then one processor P imin has a throughput in S lower than in S (ρ imin ≤ ρ imin ), and another processor P imax has a throughput in S greater than in S (ρ imax ≥ ρ imax ). According to the selection of the modes in Algorithm 2, we know that, during d time units, P imax consumes no more power at a throughput of ρ imax than P imin at a throughput of ρ imin . So we can build a new solution from S , where P imin gives a fraction of its work to P imax until one of these processors reaches its next (or previous) mode. This new solution will consume no more power than S . If we repeat this exchange pattern, we prove that the solution given by Algorithm 2 consumes no more than the solution given by Algorithm 1.
Next we observe that the solution given by Algorithm 1 under the model with overheads will only pay at most three overheads for each processor, during d time units (two if the processor is in an exact mode, three otherwise). Thus, if we denote by P [2] u the maximum overhead P u can pay during t time units, we have:
If we fix d = √ T , we have
Then, we compare P and P * during the scheduling of the N tasks of application A. We use the optimal power consumption times the T time units as a lower bound of the optimal energy consumption during this T time units, (i.e., P * (T ) ≥ P * · T ), and we obtain:
which achieves the proof of the asymptotic optimality of Algorithm 2. 
Model with memory constraints
In this section, we consider the model with memory constraints. In addition to paying overheads when switching modes, each processor now has a limited memory, and cannot receive any data whenever turned off. Memory constraints will force each processor to run at a throughput different from one of its own modes, and to switch from its slower mode to its faster mode regularly, when its memory becomes full. Our goal is to provide an optimal single-processor policy for achieving a target throughput ρ: assuming that the data steadily arrives at rate ρ, which modes should be used to minimize energy consumption while meeting the memory constraint? Let M u be the memory bound of P u . We suppose that at time 0, P u is at mode 0, with no data in its memory, and it must return into that state at time t.
If the throughput is feasible, we know that ρ u ≤ min s u,mu ω ; b u δ , and s u,i0 < ωρ u ≤ s u,i0+1 .
Our strategy is to run the slowest mode P u,i0 first, in order to accumulate data into memory. As δ represents the size of one task,
is the throughput at which the tasks are accumulating into the memory under mode i 0 , and su,i 0 +1 ω − ρ u is the throughput at which the memory is cleaned under mode i 0 + 1. After t 1 time-units under mode P u,i0 , the memory will be full, and we have to switch to the mode P u,i0+1 during t 2 time-units until the memory is emptied. We will then repeat this pattern. The values of t 1 and t 2 are given by:
If the memory size is large enough and does not impose any constraint during t times units, or if the remaining time is too small to fill the memory, then t 1 and t 2 will be calculated the same way as t 1 and t 2 in Section 3.
As in the previous section, the overhead when switching from P u,i0 to P u,i0+1 may cost more energy than staying at mode P u,i0+1 . Hence we still have to compare the energy consumption of using P u,i0 and P u,i0+1 for the whole t time units and for the computation of last tasks (when there is no enough time to fill the memory) with the energy consumption of staying at mode P u,i0+1 during the corresponding time units.
Overall, the new formula expressing the energy consumption of P u during t time-units is much more complicated. However, we can prove that the optimal way to achieve a given throughput is to use these two modes exclusively: Proposition 3. For any processor P u with a memory bound of M u , the optimal energy consumption to achieve a target throughput ρ during t time-units, where ρ also is the data arrival rate and verifies 0 < ρ ≤ su,m u ω , is obtained either by using the two consecutive modes that surround ωρ, or by using exclusively the first mode not smaller than ωρ.
Proof Let S be an optimal solution to achieve a throughput ρ during t time-units, and let i 0 and i 0 + 1 be the two consecutive modes that surround ωρ (s u,i0 < ωρ ≤ s u,i0+1 Figure 1 . From modes of P (1) and P (2) to Pu,i 0
• S uses only one mode: this mode is greater than (or equal to) i 0 + 1, otherwise ρ cannot be achieved. Among all possible modes, the overhead to switch P u from mode 0 to i 0 + 1 is the smallest (overheads are increasing), and the power consumption at this mode is also the smallest (as P [1] u is super-linear). Furthermore, as the mode speed is greater than the throughput bound, the memory is never used to buffer data for later processing.
• S uses more than one mode: because of the memory bound, S uses its modes alternatively during the t time-units. Let call P u,k1 , · · · , P u,k K the different modes used successively (some may be the same), with P u,k1 used during the first t k1 time-units, P u,k2 used during the next t k2 time-units, and so on. We have K j=1 t kj = t. We split the list of modes used by S in two, depending on whether the mode is slower or faster than P u,i0 :
As S is feasible, we know that the memory is empty at times 0 and t, and is never overfilled during the whole interval. From that optimal solution, we build another solution, S .
• We gather all the first modes of S that belong to P (2) : P u,k1 · · · P u,kj 1 ∈ P (2) , P u,kj 1 +1 ∈ P (1) . As the memory is empty at time 0, and these modes are faster than the throughput bound, we replace them in S by P u,i0+1 . The power consumption under this mode is lesser, we pay fewer overheads (only two switching overheads instead of j 1 + 1), and the overhead is smaller from P 0 to P u,i0+1 than to P u,k1 , and from P u,i0+1 to P u,kj 1 +1 than from P u,kj 1 (because the first modes of S are in P (2) and P u,kj 1 +1 is in P (1) ).
• (Figure 4) . From this time kj 1 j=1 t kj = t k 1 on, we use P u,i0 in S continuously. As the next modes of S belongs to P (1) , and S is feasible, and P u,i0 is faster than the modes of P (1) , then the memory is less filled in S than in S until time kj 2 j=1 t kj . Then, as the memory state function is continuous and upper bounded, and as this function is strictly increasing under S (it uses P u,i0 continuously), we know that there exists a time, denoted by t k 2 , when the memory state of S will be the same as the one of S . At this time, S stops to use P u,i0 and uses the same next modes than S. From time t k 1 to t k 2 , both schedules have achieved the same amount of work, and they have the same communication rate, and the same memory state at 12 J.F. PINEAU, Y. ROBERT, F. VIVIEN time t k 1 and t k 2 ), so they have the same average throughput during this interval. This average throughput is achieved under S by only using P u,i0 continuously, whereas S uses modes of P (1) and P (2) . According to our previous work on the ideal model [15] , we know that the power consumption of S is then smaller than one of S. Furthermore, S pays less overheads than S (only two, instead of k j2 − k j1 + 1 in S), and smaller overheads (thanks to the non-decreasing behavior of the overhead function). We repeat this pattern for all sets of modes of P (1) in S.
• At this step, S is only composed of P u,i0 and modes of P (2) . The next step is to build another schedule S which splits the work of modes of P (2) among P u,i0 and P u,i0+1 . If we look at the memory state backwards, we face a similar case as previously; because the memory state at the end of the t time units is the same for both schedules, and since P u,i0+1 cleans the memory slower than modes of P (2) , then the memory is less filled under S than under S . So there exists a time when both schedule had the same memory state, which defines the time window to use P u,i0+1 in S . During this time window, S does not consume more energy than S , so we can replace each mode of P (2) in S by P u,i0+1 in S .
• Now S is an optimal schedule that uses only P u,i0 and P u,i0+1 . We will gather the utilization of P u,i0 and P u,i0+1 to fully fill and empty the memory, starting with P u,i0 . The power consumption will not change, because the modes will be used the same average time, and the number of switching overheads will not increase. Overall, this scheduling (which is the one defined at the beginning of the section) is optimal.
Altogether, Proposition 3 only is a first step towards designing an efficient schedule for a master-worker platform that obeys the fully realistic model that is dealt with in this section. Indeed, it remains to decide which fraction of the total load should be assigned to each worker, and at which throughput. But Proposition 3 provides the optimum solution for each worker to execute its prescribed share of the work.
Related Work
Several papers have been targeting the minimization of power consumption. Most of them suppose that processors can switch to arbitrary speed values.
• Unit time tasks. Bunde [14] focuses on the problem of offline scheduling unit time tasks with release dates, while minimizing the makespan or the total flow time on one processor. He extends his work from one processor to multi-processors, but unlike this paper, does not take any communication time into account. He also proves the NP-completeness of the problem of minimizing the makespan on multi-processors with jobs of different amount of work. Authors in [12] concentrate on minimizing the total flow time of unit time jobs with release dates on one processor. After proving that no online algorithm can achieve a constant competitive ratio if job have arbitrary sizes, they exhibit a constant competitive online algorithm and solve the offline problem in polynomial time. Contrarily to [14] where tasks are gathered into blocks and scheduled with increasing speed in order to minimize the makespan, here the authors prove that the speed of the blocks needs to be decreasing in order to minimize both total flow time and energy consumption. Bansal et al [16] improved a part of this work and gave algorithms for the more general problem with arbitrary jobs.
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• Communication-aware. In [17] , the authors are interested about scheduling task graphs with data dependencies while minimizing the energy consumption of both the processors and the inter-processor communication devices. They demonstrate that in the context of multiprocessor systems, inter-processor communications are an important source of energy consumption, and their algorithm reduces up to 80% of the communications. They focus on multiprocessor problems, and consider the energy consumption of the communications, while assuming the communication times negligible compared to the computation times.
• Discrete voltage case. In [18] , the authors deal with the problem of scheduling tasks on a single processor with discrete voltages. They also look at the model where the energy consumption is related to the task, and describe how to split the voltage for each task. They extend their work in [19] to online problems. In [20] , the authors add the constraint that the voltage can only be changed at each cycle of every task, in order to limit the number of transitions and thus the energy overhead. They find that under this model, the minimal number of frequency transitions in order to minimize the energy may be greater than two.
• Deadlines. In [21] , the authors focus on the problem where tasks arrive according to some release dates. They show that during any elementary time interval defined by some release dates and deadlines of applications, the optimal voltage is constant, and they determine this voltage, as well as the minimum constant speed for each job. [13] improves the best known competitive ratio to minimize the energy while respecting all deadlines. [22] works with an overloaded processor (which means that no algorithm can finish all the jobs) and tries to maximize the throughput. Their online algorithm is O(1) competitive for both throughput maximization and energy minimization. [23] has a similar approach by allowing task rejection, and proves the NP-hardness of the problem under study.
• Slack sharing. In [24, 25] , the authors investigate dynamic scheduling. They consider the problem of scheduling DAGs before deadlines, using a semi-clairvoyant model. For each task, the only information available is the worst-case execution time. Their algorithm operates in two steps: first a greedy static algorithm schedules the tasks on the processors according to their worst-case execution times and the deadline, and reduces the processor speeds so that each processor meets the deadline. Then, if a task ends sooner than according to the static algorithm, a dynamic slack sharing algorithm uses the extra-time to reduce the speed of computations for the following tasks. However, they do not take communications into account.
• Heterogeneous multiprocessor systems. Authors in [26] study the problem of scheduling real-time tasks on two heterogeneous processors. They provide a FPTAS to derive a solution very close to the optimal energy consumption with a reasonable complexity. In [27] , the authors propose a greedy algorithm based on affinity to assign frame-based real-time tasks, and then they re-assign them in pseudo-polynomial time when any processing speed can be assigned for a processor. Authors of [28] propose an algorithm based on integer linear programming to minimize the energy consumption without guarantees on the schedulability of a derived solution for systems with discrete voltage. Finally, [29, 30] explored the search of approximation algorithms to minimize processor allocation cost under energy constraints.
• Overheads. In [10] , the authors consider the scheduling of DAGs, while optimizing both dynamic power consumption and leakage power consumption. Their algorithm trades energy consumption and task execution time. In [11] , the authors also consider the execution of tasks with dependencies. They take transition overheads into account, and prove complexity results: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have dealt with the problem of scheduling a bag-of-tasks application on a heterogeneous master-worker platform, with minimal energy consumption. Our study takes transition overheads and memory constraints into account. Starting from an optimal algorithm under an ideal model without overhead nor memory constraint, we were able to provide an asymptotically optimal solution for the former extension, with transition overheads. Adding memory constraint, we have derived an important property characterizing how to efficiently achieve a target throughput. We hope that our results will provide a sound theoretical basis for forthcoming studies.
As future work, it would be interesting to study the absolute performance of our algorithm under the new models, in order to assess whether its performance can be guaranteed within a given bound from the optimal. It would also be interesting to test our algorithm through some simulations and actual experiments. We intend to use the Grid5000 testbed [31] as we have on-line access to the electrical consumption of the clusters. Even if individual consumption of the nodes is not available (only groups of nodes), we hope to see if there are any major difference between our model forecasts and the actual consumption of the nodes.
